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US Futures-World Markets: S&P futures edged lower as investors await Fed Chair Powell’s comments on
monetary policy at 9:10am. Can Powell stop this record-breaking rally? How does the Fed view inflation and
what targets will they look to achieve? What are their views on further stimulus? The market is looking for
answers. Weekly jobless claims are released at 8:30am (estimate is 1 million). Hurricane Laura hit Louisiana
this morning as a category 4 storm. Oil is near 5-month highs, but we still haven’t seen a move higher from
this storm. Interesting that the VIX remains above $23 as we’ve had this massive rally. S&P Futures vs. Fair
Value: -2.30, 10-Yr Yield: 0.674%.
CORE Headlines:
 Bank of New York Mellon (BK) tells most employees to keep working remotely for rest of the year.Bloomberg
 Ford (F) moving towards future where most employees will not come into the office everyday.-WSJ
 US Govt announced sanctions on certain China State-owned companies due to militarization in the
South China Sea (**Reminder: Comments made after Chinese military launched two 'Aircraft Carrier
Killer' missiles in the South China Sea 'as a warning to the US' after spy plane was detected
observing)-TTN
 The SEC voted to approve a proposal expanding its definition of accredited investors to include
holders of an entry-level stockbroker’s license, “knowledgeable employees” of nonpublic firms, and
others, allowing more investors into the opaque world of leveraged buyouts, hedge funds, and
startups.-WSJ
 Tens of thousands of students across the US are facing the prospect of starting school over the
coming weeks without the computers needed for remote classes, because many shipments have been
delayed amid strong demand and other supply-chain disruptions.-WSJ
 Saudi Arabia is moving forward with multibillion-dollar plans to build cities despite the Covid-19
pandemic and depressed oil prices, betting that projects closely associated with the crown prince will
kick-start its economic recovery.-WSJ
 Mexico’s economic activity shrank sharply in the second quarter as measures to slow the coronavirus
pandemic closed key industries and services such as vehicle production and tourism, revised
government data showed.-WSJ
 MRNA: The company’s announcement that its coronavirus vaccine proved safe, well-tolerated and
effective in a Phase 1 trial for participants in three ages groups sent shares up; Leerink issued a
bullish vaccine trials report for the sector, with analyst Geoffrey Porges saying he expects the FDA to
approve a vaccine during the first quarter of 2021.-IBD
 Kevin Mayer, the former DIS executive who because chief executive of TikTok, resigned Wednesday,
citing the changing “political environment” amid Trump’s push to ban the service in the US.-NYP
 Facing a staggering financial crisis and a stalemate in Washington, the Metropolitan Transportation
Authority said it will be forced to adopt a doomsday plan—including slashing subway and bus service
in NYC by 40%—if it doesn’t receive as much as $12B in federal aid.-NYT
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Sometime next month, AAPL will ask iPhone uses if they want apps to follow them around the
internet, tracking their behavior, a simple query with potentially significant consequences—because
the company is trying to single-handedly change the way internet advertising works.-Recode
Cosmetics maker Coty posted a bigger-than-expected quarterly loss and a 56% slump in sales, as
demand for its beauty products took a hit from closures of stores and parlors during coronavirus
lockdowns.-Reuters
Dollar General sales surge as economic downturn makes shoppers thrifty.-Reuters

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 The Guardian: Why Uber’s business model is doomed https://bit.ly/2YGlKWP
 Fast Company: Women say working from is hurting their careers. Men are thriving
https://bit.ly/3b2Mztl
 538: Is the electoral map changing? https://53eig.ht/31xRAa8
 TheRinger: NBA season in limbo https://bit.ly/2G2kG9o (I’m glad I don’t care. I want to see how these
NBA owners respond if they don’t get their TV money.)
Charts from The Daily Shot:
Mortgage applications remain elevated.
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According to JP Morgan, credit/debit card spending hasn’t been significantly impacted by the loss of unemployment
benefits

Source: JP Morgan, @carlquintanilla

However, the situation could change if there is no additional stimulus after the White House program ($300/week)
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expires.

Source: Oxford Economics
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Spending at restaurants and bars remains well below pre-crisis levels.

Source: Barclays Research

Hardship rates among younger Americans have declined over the past year, suggesting that many have moved back in
with their parents.

Source: Federal Reserve
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Americans continue to avoid public transportation.

Source: Moody’s Analytics
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The outperformance of the Nasdaq Composite has been remarkable.
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This chart shows the short interest in QQQ (the Nasdaq 100 ETF).

Source: @SarahPonczek
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US shares continue to widen their gap vs. global peers.
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The CNN Fear/Greed indicator has moved into “extreme greed” territory but remains below the extremes we saw back
in January.

Source: CNN Business
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This chart shows the energy sector’s weight in the S&P 500. Crazy!!

Source: @WSJ Read full article

US real yields keep falling as the market prices in higher inflation ahead. That’s in part due to the Fed’s expected dovish
policy shift on inflation.
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Almond prices:

Source: @adam_tooze, @EmikoTerazono Read full article
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When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not
indicative of future results.
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